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InN Thin Film Lattice Dynamics by Grazing Incidence Inelastic X-Ray Scattering
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Achieving comprehensive information on thin film lattice dynamics so far has eluded well established
spectroscopic techniques. We demonstrate here the novel application of grazing incidence inelastic x-ray
scattering combined with ab initio calculations to determine the complete elastic stiffness tensor, the
acoustic and low-energy optic phonon dispersion relations of thin wurtzite indium nitride films. Indium
nitride is an especially relevant example, due to the technological interest for optoelectronic and solar cell
applications in combination with other group III nitrides.
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Indium nitride remains the least understood among the
present technologically important semiconductors. The
discovery of a 0.7 eV direct band gap of this material
[1,2] and its combination with other group III nitrides is
currently used for optoelectronic applications such as laser
diodes and light-emitting diodes. The recent realization of
p-type doping [3,4] (in contrast to the commonly found
n type) in InN has opened new possibilities for the achievement of highly efficient solar cells. Despite the intense
research carried out on InN electronic and vibrational
properties, there is a lack of experimental information on
its phonon dispersion relations [5]. Usually grown by
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), state-of-the-art high quality InN films rarely exceed 10 m thickness, thus preventing the use of standard bulk techniques to measure phonon
dispersion relations. The available InN experimental data
stem therefore mainly from Raman and infrared spectroscopy [5,6], and new technical developments are required
to complete this information over the entire Brillouin
zone (BZ).
Whereas significant progress has been accomplished in
the determination of lattice dynamics in single crystals,
using both inelastic neutron (INS) and x-ray scattering
(IXS) spectroscopies, there is a lack of corresponding
techniques that can be employed for the study of thin films.
Since phonons mediate the heat transfer processes in semiconductors, thin film lattice dynamics play a fundamental
role in modeling thermal device behavior in the quest for
more effective opto- and microelectronic semiconductor
devices [7]. In this Letter, we demonstrate the potential of
grazing incidence inelastic x-ray scattering to obtain information on the lattice dynamics of micrometer thick thin
0031-9007=11=106(20)=205501(4)

films. We determine the complete elastic stiffness tensor
and the acoustic and low-energy optic phonon dispersion
relations of a 6:2 m InN film grown on GaN/sapphire.
The InN film was deposited at 600  C by molecular
beam epitaxy on a (0001) sapphire substrate using a
0:5 m GaN buffer layer. More details on the growth
can be found in Ref. [8]. The film was unintentionally ntype doped, as common for InN, with a carrier concentration n ¼ 4  1018 cm3 and a mobility  ¼ 1420 cm=V s.
A rectangular shaped sample of 8  5 mm surface was
employed in the IXS experiment. The experimentally de and c ¼
termined lattice parameters were a ¼ 3:5340 A

5:7088 A. These values are very close to the calculated
ones (see below), therefore indicating that the InN film is
fully relaxed. -scan x-ray diffraction on the same sample
yielded rocking curves of 0.09 and 0.22 degrees full-widthat-half-maximum (FWHM) for the 002 and 102 reflections,
respectively. These widths are significantly larger than
expected from the intrinsic reflection width and the x-ray
beam divergence, and are most likely due to the natural
mosaicity of the sample. Figure 1(a) displays a scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) image of the film section,
showing the InN layer on top of the GaN buffer layer
and the sapphire substrate. Indeed, the image clearly reveals the internal structure of the InN film with individual
mosaic blocks and various defects.
Grazing incidence room temperature IXS experiments
were performed on beam line ID28 at the European
Synchrotron Radiation Facility, using an incident photon
energy of 17.794 keV, as obtained from a Si 999 monochromator working in nearly backscattering geometry, and
achieving 3 meV FWHM energy resolution. The beam was
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) SEM image of the wurtzite InN film.
(b) Grazing incidence IXS geometry, where i and f are 1:7 .
The 2 angle determines the total momentum transfer selected
by the spectrometer.

focused to a 60  250 m2 beam size (vertical 
horizontal, FWHM) employing a toroidal mirror. A flat
platinum-coated mirror was mounted in front of the sample
in order to deflect the x-ray beam downwards. The glancing angle of incidence, i , was adjusted to 1:7 [see
Fig. 1(b)]. In this geometry the observed scattering intensity arises predominantly from the InN film (99.9%). The
constraints of the grazing incidence geometry and the fact
that the film normal is parallel to the c axis implies that
only longitudinal and transverse in-plane (a  b) phonon
modes can be recorded. The phonon dispersion along
  A and a few IXS scans for the determination of the
elastic constant C13 were recorded in a configuration with a
larger glancing angle of incidence. Taking into account the
ratio of the film thickness, the absorption through the InN
film, and the scattering signal from InN and GaN, the
maximum contribution of the GaN film to the IXS signal
is at most 1.3%. For all the employed configurations, the
contribution of the GaN buffer and the sapphire substrate
can therefore be safely neglected.
Ab initio calculations of InN phonon dispersion relations
and phonon eigenvectors were performed to identify the
Brillouin zones suitable to achieve highest IXS intensity,
according to the selection rules, and to analyze the experimental data. Calculations were based on density functional
theory as implemented within the ABINIT software package
[9–11]. Both local density approximation (LDA) and generalized gradient approximations (GGA) were employed to
ascertain the changes in the elastic stiffness tensor and the
phonon dispersion relations with the exchange and correlation energy. Only the valence electrons were taken into
account by using Troullier-Martins [12] and HartwigsenGoedecker-Hutter pseudopotentials [13] for LDA and
GGA, respectively. A 60 Ha plane-wave energy cutoff
was used within both LDA and GGA, combined with a
6  6  3 k-point mesh for integration in order to ensure
convergence of both total energy and stress tensor.
The k-point grid was required to be increased further up
to 14  14  8 to improve the convergence for the elastic
stiffness tensor. The ground state geometry was optimized
relaxing both internal parameter and lattice constants at
constant pressure up to a value of 3  102 GPa.
The phonon frequencies and eigenvectors were calculated
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FIG. 2 (color online). Selected IXS spectra for momentum
transfer values along the -M direction of the BZ. The symbols
display the experimental data whereas the solid curves represent
the best fit to the spectra. Dashed lines are used to indicate the
contributions of different excitations and the zero-energy central
elastic peak. The solid straight lines are guides to the eye to
highlight the different phonon branch dispersions with increasing momentum transfer. The  ¼ 0:05 spectrum intensity has
been multiplied by a factor 0.1 to better display the mode
dispersion. Note the drastic decrease in TA intensity with increasing momentum transfer.

using Fourier interpolation of a set of dynamical matrices
calculated via nonlinear response on a 6  6  3 grid of
q points in the irreducible BZ.
Figure 2 shows a representative set of selected IXS
spectra of transverse phonons along the [010] direction
of the BZ, i.e., -M direction. The IXS signal is plotted
as a function of momentum transfer q, with respect to the
200 Bragg peak. Besides the central elastic peak, a number
of maxima appear at positive and negative energy transfers
corresponding to phonon creation and annihilation processes, respectively. The transverse acoustic modes (TA)
can be clearly distinguished from two higher energy dispersing excitations that stem from the Elow
2 mode at q ¼ 0.
In this case, the Elow
intensity
is
more
strongly
dependent
2
on the change of phonon eigenvectors with momentum
transfer. A Lorentzian function of 3 meV FWHM was
used to fit the elastic peak, while pairs of Lorentzians
with adjustable FWHM were utilized to obtain the frequency of the phonon excitations.
Similar to Brillouin scattering, inelastic x-ray scattering
allows one to probe the momentum transfer dependence of
acoustic branches and hence derive the corresponding
elastic stiffness constants. The advantage of using grazing
incident IXS lies in the feasibility to obtain accurate information in thin films deposited on a substrate for nearly all
directions of propagation, without the need to detach
the film from the substrate. Grazing incidence IXS
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TABLE I. Elastic stiffness tensor obtained by IXS, other experimental data, and ab initio calculations, in GPa. For completeness, we include the values for the bulk modulus B and the
biaxial elastic modulus Gab ¼ C11 þ C12  2C213 =C33 .
IXS Other experiments ab initio
C11 225(7)
C12 109(8)
C13 108(8)
C33 265(3)
C44 55(3)
C66 58(2)
B 152 (5)
Gab 245 (13)
a

190(7)
104(3)a
121(7)a
182(6)a
10(1)a
43(5)a
139a
133a

Γ

LDAGGA
224 238 271b, 232c,
112 112 124b, 115c,
91 92
94b, 96c,
243 237 200b, 239c,
46 57
46b, 52c,
56 63
74b, 59c,
142 145 147b, 151c,
268 279 307b, 270c,

d

M
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A
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Temperature-dependent x-ray diffraction broadening, Ref. [15].
LDA, full-potential linear-muffin-tin-orbitals (FP-LMTO) and
tensor transformations, Ref. [16].
c
LDA, FP-LMTO, Ref. [17].
d
LDA, plane-wave pseudopotentials, Ref. [18].
e
LDA, plane-wave pseudopotentials, Ref. [19].
b

calculations. The use of the LDA exchange and correlation
term results in a significant improvement of the calculation
of the axial elastic modulus, C33 , which stems from the
longitudinal sound velocity propagating along the c axis.
The calculated value for C33 is particularly affected by the
k-point grid employed, decreasing in value with increasing
number of k points. Our convergence tests ensure reliable
results with a margin of 3 GPa for this elastic constant.
Figure 3 displays the phonon dispersion relations determined in InN up to 250 cm1 , which are dominated by
atomic displacements of the indium sublattice. Different
symbols are used to plot IXS data originating from different scattering polarization geometries. Both GGA and
LDA approximations yield phonon frequencies (solid and
dashed curves) in excellent agreement with the experimental data (symbols). Our LDA results are essentially identical to earlier calculations by Bungaro et al. [20]. We were
able to determine the value at the  point, 230ð1Þ cm1 ,
and the dispersion of the lower energy silent B1 mode,
which appears frequently in Raman spectra of doped
nitrides due to the induced lattice disorder [21]. Most of
the data (purple or light gray solid circles) were taken using
an in-plane scattering geometry with mixed longitudinal
and transverse character, taking full advantage of the multianalyzer spectrometer of ID28. The (red) squares display
data

Phonon Frequency [cm ]

spectroscopy, in contrast to other techniques, is capable of
selecting the probing depth in the film by varying the
glancing angle. It therefore provides a unique way to
investigate substrate-induced strain effects on the elastic
constants even in submicron thick films.
In order to obtain the elastic constants, we first fitted the
acoustic phonon branches at low q with a sinusoidal function !ðqÞ ¼ A sinðq=BÞ, where A and B are the fitting
parameters. The limit for q ¼ 0 of the slope of such
function provides the sound velocity for the corresponding
phonon branch. The sound velocity V is related to either a
single or a combination of components of the elastic
stiffness tensor via the Christoffels equation [14].
There are 5 independent components in the elastic stiffness
tensor for the wurtzite structure: C11 ¼ VðLA½100Þ2 ,
C33 ¼ VðLA½001Þ2 , C66 ¼ VðTA½010h210i Þ2 , C44 ¼
VðTA½100h001i Þ2 , and C13 , where  is the mass density.
Taking the experimental values for the lattice constants
found in the IXS experiment we employed a mass density
 ¼ 6:93 g=cm3 for the derivation of the elastic constants.
C13 can only be obtained as a component in the sound
velocity along a direction neither in-plane nor aligned with
the c axis, and it was obtained by measuring the phonon
energy of LA modes at small momentum transfer along the
[2 0 3] direction and solving the Christoffel equation selfconsistently.
Table I lists the elastic stiffness tensor obtained from the
IXS data and compares them with results from our calculations and previously reported experimental [15] and
ab initio calculated data [16–19]. Note the large discrepancy between the values determined by IXS and those
reported in Ref. [15] from temperature-dependent x-ray
diffraction broadening in polycrystalline InN. Our experimental values are in very good agreement with the
calculations reported in Refs. [17–19] and our own
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FIG. 3 (color online). Acoustic and low-energy optic phonon
dispersion relations of wurtzite InN along the main symmetry
directions. Open and solid symbols display IXS data corresponding to longitudinal and transverse modes, respectively, except for
the solid circles that display IXS data obtained using mixed
transverse and longitudinal polarizations. The black (red) curves
plot results obtained from LDA (GGA) ab initio calculations.
Modes polarized along the h001i direction of the BZ are represented by (red) squares and dashed lines, whereas in-plane
polarized modes are represented by (blue) circles and solid lines.
The green diamond at the  point shows Raman data for the Elow
2
mode from Ref [6]. Momentum transfers are given in reciprocal
lattice units.
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obtained with an IXS scattering geometry involving modes
polarized along the c axis, whereas the dashed curves
display the calculated phonon branches with eigenvectors
at the  point polarized along the same axis. There is
excellent agreement between experimental and calculated
data. Raman data for the lower energy E2 mode, 87 cm1 ,
reported by Davydov and co-workers [6] are also in agreement with the extrapolation of IXS data at low momentum
transfers, 90ð1Þ cm1 .
In conclusion, this work demonstrates the feasibility of
grazing incidence IXS to provide valuable information on
the lattice dynamics of thin films, with an interest in many
fields of material science, such as novel advanced materials,
semiconductors, and superconductors. We have discussed
results on the phonon dispersion relations and the elastic
stiffness tensor of a thin film of InN. The five independent
components of the elastic stiffness tensor have been obtained in a self-consistent manner and compared with calculations performed using first-principles methods. Phonon
frequencies and polarizations have been determined for the
six lowest energy branches of the InN phonon dispersion
relations, providing valuable information about the energy
and dispersion of the silent B1 mode at 230 cm1 . The
experimental data have been analyzed with the aid of
ab initio calculations. The calculated phonon frequencies,
polarizations, and elastic constants display an excellent
agreement with the experimental data. We hope that this
work will stimulate further experimental studies of phonon
dispersion relations and elastic constants in thin films.
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